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(57)Abstract: >.-ri-

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a print result

with high quality independently of a difference

between printer models by automatically conducting

image data processing that takes account of model-

dependent characteristics as an image data

acquisition means.

SOLUTION: Characteristics, e.g., peculiarity on a

specific processing operation, of an image data

acquisition means (in this case, a digital camera) are

checked in advance, and image data processing

contents taking the characteristic of the digital

camera into account corresponding to the name of a

model of the digital camera are set to an image data

processing contents storage section 13. Then an

image data read section 1 1 reads image data obtained by a digital camera, a model

discrimination section 12 discriminates the name of the model, an image data processing

section 14 selects image data processing contents corresponding to the discrimination

result, processes the image data depending on the image data processing contents and a

print section processing section 15 conducts print processing. Furthermore, the image

data processing conducted herein signifies image data correction processing such as color
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correction corresponding to the model and a magnification reduction processing.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by tbe use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l] Reading of each image data acquired with two or more sorts of image data

acquisition means is made possible. In a image-data-processing method of processing the

read image data so that optimal output may be obtained after reading image data acquired

with a certain image data acquisition means To each identification information response

attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more image data acquisition means of a seed If

the content of image data processing in consideration of a peculiarity and engine

performance on processing actuation which an image data acquisition means by which the

identification information was attached has is set up beforehand and image data obtained

with a certain image data acquisition means is read as processing-object image data It

distinguishes with which image data acquisition means the processing-object image data

was incorporated by said identification information. A image-data-processing method

characterized by processing so that the content of image data processing corresponding to

it may be chosen according to the distinction result and optimal output may be obtained in

said processing-object image data according to the selected content of image data

processing.

[Claim 2] Identification information attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more image

data acquisition means of a seed is the image-data-processing method according to claim 1

characterized by being the model name given to each image data acquisition means.

[Claim 3] On the other hand, the content of image amendment processing which amends

an image, and the content of image scaling processing which performs scaling of an image

come out at least, and there is said content of image data processing, said content of image

amendment processing As a class of image amendment, color correction processing,

brightness amendment processing, contrast amendment processing, At least one

amendment processing of these amendment processings of each is performed including

saturation amendment processing, noise rejection processing, data smoothing, and outline

amendment processing. Said content of image scaling processing A image-data-processing

method according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by performing image scaling processing set

up based on resolution of said image data acquisition means.

[Claim 4] It is the image-data-processing method given in any 1 term of claims 1*3

characterized by being the information which exists with image data by which said

processing-object image data is image data in a record medium which recorded image data

acquired with said image data acquisition means, and said identification information was
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recorded on the record medium concerned.

[Claim 5] It is the image-data-processing method given in any 1 term of claims 1*3 which

said processing-object image data is image data transmitted through means of

communications from said image data acquisition means, and are characterized by said

identification information being information which exists with image data to which the

means of communications concerned is transmitted.

[Claim 6] An image data airline printer which processes and prints the read image data so

that optimal output may be obtained after reading image data which made possible

reading of each image data acquired with two or more sorts of image data acquisition

means characterized by providing the following, and was acquired with a certain image

data acquisition means The image data reading section which can read said each image

data which an image data acquisition means of a seed acquired as processing-object image

data The model judging section which judges which image data acquisition means the

image data acquisition means concerned is from identification information attached in

order [ said ] to identify two or more image data acquisition means of a seed The content

storage section of image data processing in which the content of image data processing in

consideration of a peculiarity and engine performance on processing actuation which an

image data acquisition means by which the identification information was attached has in

said identification information response attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more

image data acquisition means of a seed was stored The image-data-processing section

which chooses the content of image data processing corresponding to it from said content

storage section of image data processing, and performs that content of image data

processing in response to a judgment result from said model judging section, and the

printing processing section which carries out printing processing of the image data

processed by this image-data-processing section

[Claim 7] Identification information attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more image

data acquisition means of a seed is an image data airline printer according to claim 6

characterized by being the model name given to each image data acquisition means.

[Claim 8] The content of image data processing which said image-data-processing means

performs On the other hand, the content of image amendment processing which amends an

image, and the content of image scaling processing which performs scaling of an image

come out at least, and it is. said content of image amendment processing As a class of

image amendment, color correction processing, brightness amendment processing,

contrast amendment processing, At least one amendment processing of these amendment

processings of each is performed including saturation amendment processing, noise

rejection processing, data smoothing, and outline amendment processing. Said content of

image scaling processing An image data airline printer according to claim 6 or 7

characterized by performing image scaling processing set up based on resolution of said

image data acquisition means.

[Claim 9] It is an image data airline printer given in any 1 term of claims 6-8 which

processing-object image data which said image data reading means reads is image data in

a record medium with which image data acquired with said image data acquisition means

was recorded, and are characterized by said identification information being information

which exists with image data in this record medium.
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[Claim 10] It is an image data airline printer given in any 1 term of claims 6-8 which

processing-object image data which said image data reading means reads is image data

transmitted through means of communications from said image data acquisition means,

and are characterized by said identification information being information which exists

with image data transmitted through this means of communications.

[Claim 11] A record medium which recorded a image-data-processing program which

processes the read image data so that optimal output may be obtained after reading image

data which made possible reading of each image data acquired with two or more sorts of

image data acquisition means characterized by providing the following, and was acquired

with a certain image data acquisition means The image-data-processing program is

reading ****** considering image data which a certain image data acquisition means

acquired as processing-object image data. The procedure choose the content of image data

processing in consideration of a peculiarity and engine performance on processing

actuation in which the image data-acquisition means concerned has which image

data-acquisition means the image data-acquisition means concerned is in response to a

procedure to judge and a judgment result of which image data-acquisition means the

image data-acquisition means concerned is from each identification information attached

in order [ said ] to identify two or more image data-acquisition means of a seed, and

perform image data processing according to it

[Claim 12] Identification information attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more

image data acquisition means of a seed is the record medium which recorded a

image-data-processing program according to claim 11 characterized by being the model

name given to each image data acquisition means.

[Claim 13] On the other hand, the content of image amendment processing which amends

an image, and the content of image scaling processing which performs scaling of an image

come out at least, and there is said content of image data processing, said content of image

amendment processing As a class of image amendment, color correction processing,

brightness amendment processing, contrast amendment processing, At least one

amendment processing of these amendment processings of each is performed including

saturation amendment processing, noise rejection processing, data smoothing, and outline

amendment processing. Said content of image scaling processing A record medium which

recorded a image-data-processing program according to claim 11 or 12 characterized by

performing image scaling processing set up based on resolution of said image data

acquisition means.

[Claim 14] It is the record medium which recorded a image-data-processing program of a

publication on any 1 term of claims 11-13 characterized by being the information which

exists with image data by which said processing-object image data is image data in a

record medium which recorded image data acquired with said image data acquisition

means, and said identification information was recorded on the record medium concerned.

[Claim 15] It is the record medium which recorded a image-data-processing program of a

publication on any 1 term of claims 11-13 which said processing-object image data is image

data transmitted through means of communications from said image data acquisition

means, and are characterized by said identification information being information which

exists with image data to which the means of communications concerned is transmitted.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the record

medium which recorded the image-data-processing program for processing the image data

acquired with the image data acquisition means in the image data airline printer list

which processes and prints the image data acquired with the image*data-processing

method and the image data acquisition means of processing the image data acquired with

image data acquisition means, such as a digital camera, so that the optimal output may be

obtained so that the optimal output may be obtained so that the optimal output may be

obtained.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Recently, a digital camera is spreading. When printing the

image data which was photoed with this digital camera and obtained, it is common to once

print it out by the printer connected to that personal computer, after making the memory

card which has memorized that image data read into a personal computer (for it to be

called a personal computer). Thus, in the former, after making image data read into a

personal computer, it once needed to be printed out by the printer.

[0003] However, recently the data processing function which the personal computer is

performing is given to a printer, a memory card [ finishing / photography with a digital

camera ] is read directly, and development of the image data airline printer (the printer

which has such a function will be called a photograph printer here) which prints by

processing the read image data so that the optimal output may be obtained is furthered.

[0004] Since it can be directly printed, without letting a personal computer pass if this

photograph printer roughly divides that configuration, it consists of the printing

processing section which performs the same actuation as the conventional printer, and the

image-data-processing section which performs the same image data processing as a

personal computer to the image data in a memory card and this photograph printer is used,

it will become very convenient. Therefore, if such a photograph printer can provide cheaply,

it will be considered that the spread of digital cameras progresses further.

[0005] In addition, the image data which can be treated by this kind of photograph printer

can make an object not only the image data acquired with the digital camera but the image

data acquired with the image scanner, the film scanner, the digital video camera, etc. The

equipment treated as data which digitized the image, such as these digital cameras, an

image scanner, a film scanner, and a digital video camera, will be called an image data

acquisition means here.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As for the photograph printer mentioned above,

it is common that the image data which does not limit the model as an image data

acquisition means, and was photoed from almost all models can also be treated.

[0007] That is, when a digital camera is made into an example as an image data

acquisition means, the digital camera is manufactured by many makers and two or more
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kinds of models from which the engine performance, a function, etc. differ are further

manufactured and sold also in one certain maker in many cases.

[0008] For example, by a certain maker, three models (let this be Model A, Model B, and

Model C) from which the engine performance and a function differ shall be manufactured

as a digital camera. Even if these models A, B, and C are the digital cameras same as a

class, it is common that that engine performance, function, etc. differ from each other, and

prices etc. differ.

[0009] Thus, when dividing one kind of a certain product into some models by the engine

performance, a function, etc., in order to identify each model, a maker's original model

name is attached for every model. This model name is called "DO3000" to
MDO2000" and

Model C to "DC- 1000" and Model B for example, to the model A, and these are also called

the so-called part number number.

[0010] Moreover, these models A, B, and C have the peculiarity and engine performance

(the peculiarity and engine performance on this processing actuation will be hereafter

called the property) on processing actuation of the model proper of its that. For example,

generally saturation tends to come out low, or Model A is condition that contrast tends to

come out of Model C weakly.

[00 11] Thus, the property of the model proper exists the digital camera in one certain

maker in an example for every model very much. This can say the same thing not only with

a digital camera but with other image data acquisition means, such as an image scanner

mentioned above.

[0012] If the image data photoed and obtained with the digital camera is printed by the

above-mentioned photograph printer as it is, without taking the property of such a model

proper into consideration at all, the property of the model proper will bring the printing

result of having appeared as it is. That is, if it prints using the image data photoed with

the digital camera out ofwhich saturation cannot come easily as it is, a low printing result

of the saturation corresponding to it will be brought.

[0013] Although a user is able to set it up manually in case amendment of such a property

of each model proper prints, the setting-out processing for amending is not easy, and it is

very difficult to make this kind set up to many and unspecified users.

[0014] It is a big selling point as a product how especially a photograph printer that was

mentioned above is obtained with a digital camera etc., and can print image data easily,

and the ease of actuation is also strongly required as well as quality printing being possible.

That is, the image data photoed with the digital camera is inputted into a photograph

printer (a memory card [ finishing / photography ] is inserted in a photograph printer), in

case it prints after that, the minimum required manual operation button is only pushed,

and it becomes important that it can print by very simple actuation of it being printed

promptly and coming out. And the quality which is not inferior to the conventional

photograph in the printed image is required, and resizing, such as a cutback and

amplification, and various kinds of convenience, such as supposing that it is possible, are

required.

[0015] Then, this invention is performing automatically image data processing in

consideration of the property of the model proper which each model as an image data

acquisition means has, and aims at making it possible to obtain a quality printing result
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regardless of the difference in a model.

[0016]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned object, a

image-data-processing method of this invention Reading of each image data acquired with

two or more sorts of image data acquisition means is made possible. In a

image-data-processing method of processing the read image data so that optimal output

may be obtained after reading image data acquired with a certain image data acquisition

means to each identification information response attached in order [ said ] to identify two

or more image data acquisition means of a seed If the content of image data processing in

consideration of a peculiarity and engine performance on processing actuation which an

image data acquisition means by which the identification information was attached has is

set up beforehand and image data obtained with a certain image data acquisition means is

read as processing-object image data It distinguishes with which image data acquisition

means the processing-object image data was incorporated by said identification

information. According to the distinction result, he chooses the content of image data

processing corresponding to it, and is trying to process so that optimal output may be

obtained in said processing-object image data according to the selected content of image

data processing.

[0017] And identification information attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more

image data acquisition means of a seed is taken as a model name given to each image data

acquisition means.

[0018] Moreover, on the other hand, the content of image amendment processing which

amends an image, and the content of image scaling processing which performs scaling of

an image come out at least, and there is said content ofimage data processing, said content

of image amendment processing As a class of image amendment, color correction

processing, brightness amendment processing, contrast amendment processing, Including

saturation amendment processing, noise rejection processing, data smoothing, and outline

amendment processing, at least one amendment processing of these amendment

processings of each is performed, and said content of image scaling processing is made to

perform image scaling processing set up based on resolution of said image data acquisition

means.

[0019] Moreover, said processing-object image data is image data in a record medium

which recorded image data acquired with said image data acquisition means, and said

identification information is taken as information which exists with image data recorded

on the record medium concerned.

[0020] Moreover, said processing-object image data may be image data transmitted

through means of communications from said image data acquisition means, and said

identification information is taken as information which exists with image data to which

the means of communications concerned is transmitted.

[0021] Moreover, an image data airline printer of this invention makes possible reading of

each image data acquired with two or more sorts of image data acquisition means. In an

image data airline printer which processes and prints the read image data so that optimal

output may be obtained after reading image data acquired with a certain image data

acquisition means The image data reading section which can read said each image data
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which an image data acquisition means of a seed acquired as processing-object image data,

The model judging section which judges which image data acquisition means the image

data acquisition means concerned is from identification information attached in order

[ said ] to identify two or more image data acquisition means of a seed, To said

identification information response attached in order [ said ] to identify two or more image

data acquisition means of a seed The content storage section of image data processing in

which the content of image data processing in consideration of a peculiarity and engine

performance on processing actuation which an image data acquisition means by which the

identification information was attached has was stored, In response to a judgment result

from said model judging section, the content of image data processing corresponding to it is

chosen from said content storage section of image data processing. It is considering as a

configuration which has the image-data-processing section which performs that content of

image data processing, and the printing processing section which carries out printing

processing of the image data processed by this image-data-processing section.

[0022] And in such an image data airline printer, identification information attached in

order [ said ] to identify two or more image data acquisition means of a seed is taken as a

model name given to each image data acquisition means.

[0023] Moreover, the content of image data processing which said image-data-processing

means performs On the other hand, the content of image amendment processing which

amends an image, and the content of image scaling processing which performs scaling of

an image come out at least, and it is. said content of image amendment processing As a

class of image amendment, color correction processing, brightness amendment processing,

contrast amendment processing, Including saturation amendment processing, noise

rejection processing, data smoothing, and outline amendment processing, at least one

amendment processing of these amendment processings of each is performed, and said

content of image scaling processing is made to perform image scaling processing set up

based on resolution of said image data acquisition means.

[0024] Moreover, processing-object image data which said image data reading means reads

is image data in a record medium with which image data acquired with said image data

acquisition means was recorded, and said identification information is taken as

information which exists with image data in this record medium.

[0025] Moreover, processing-object image data which said image data reading means reads

may be image data transmitted through means of communications from said image data

acquisition means, and said identification information is taken as information which exists

with image data transmitted through this means of communications.

[0026] Moreover, a record medium which recorded a image-data-processing program of this

invention Reading of each image data acquired with two or more sorts of image data

acquisition means is made possible. After reading image data acquired with a certain

image data acquisition means, It is the record medium which recorded a

image-data-processing program which processes the read image data so that optimal

output may be obtained. The image-data-processing program Image data which a certain

image data acquisition means acquired as processing-object image data Reading ******, A
procedure of judging which image data acquisition means the image data acquisition

means concerned being from each identification information attached in order [ said ] to
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identify two or more image data acquisition means of a seed, It is a processing program

including a procedure of choosing the content of image data processing in consideration of a

peculiarity and engine performance on processing actuation which the image data

acquisition means concerned has in response to a judgment result of which image data

acquisition means the image data acquisition means concerned being, and performing

image data processing according to it.

[0027] And identification information attached in order t said ] to identify two or more

image data acquisition means of a seed is taken as a model name given to each image data

acquisition means.

[0028] Moreover, on the other hand, the content of image amendment processing which

amends an image, and the content of image scaling processing which performs scaling of

an image come out at least, and there is said content of image data processing, said content

of image amendment processing As a class of image amendment, color correction

processing, brightness amendment processing, contrast amendment processing, Including

saturation amendment processing, noise rejection processing, data smoothing, and outline

amendment processing, at least one amendment processing of these amendment

processings of each is performed, and said content of image scaling processing is made to

perform image scaling processing set up based on resolution of said image data acquisition

means.

[0029] Moreover, said processing-object image data is image data in a record medium

which recorded image data acquired with said image data acquisition means, and said

identification information is taken as information which exists with image data recorded

on the record medium concerned.

[0030] Moreover, said processing-object image data may be image data transmitted

through means of communications from said image data acquisition means, and said

identification information is taken as information which exists with image data to which

the means of communications concerned is transmitted.

[0031] As an image data acquisition means, this invention will enable quality printing

regardless of a difference in a model of digital camera, if a digital camera is taken for an

example. That is, image data acquisition means, such as a digital camera, have the

difference in a peculiarity on processing actuation, or engine performance (property of a

model proper) by model. Then, regardless of a difference in a model, a quality output is

obtained by outputting, after performing automatically image data processing doubled

with the property of such a model proper.

[0032] In order to realize this, the content of image data processing in consideration of the

property of the image data acquisition means proper is beforehand set as each

identification information response first attached in order to identify an image data

acquisition means. And if image data obtained with a certain image data acquisition

means is read as processing-object image data, it will distinguish by identification

information with which image data acquisition means the processing-object image data

was incorporated, and it will be made to carry out image data processing according to the

optimal content of image data processing according to the distinction result.

[0033] Since image data processing which took into consideration by this the property of a

model proper which each model as an image data acquisition means has is outputted using
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image data which was made automatically and processed in consideration of the property

of the model proper, a quality output can be obtained regardless of a difference in a model.

[0034] Moreover, as identification information attached in order to identify an image data

acquisition means, a model name given to the image data acquisition means concerned is

used. What crawls and is also called a ****** part number number as this model name can

be used. As for this part number number, it is common that every product is given, and it is

using the existing identification information, and when carrying out this invention, it does

not need to create new identification information. Moreover, existing with read image data

can usually come out, and, for a certain reason, information which shows this model name

can specify a model name easily.

[0035] Moreover, if a model which incorporated processing-object image data is specified,

for example as a content of image data processing performed in consideration of the

property of a model proper, an image processing corresponding to the specified model will

be performed. Specifically, the model carries out setting out of a plus direction being strong

and carrying out brightness, in order to cope with this, if it was investigated beforehand

that brightness is missing for a while. When such image amendment processing is

automatically made in consideration of the property of the model proper and prints using

the processed image data, a quality printing result can be obtained regardless of a

difference in a model.

[0036] Moreover, in case scaling processing is carried out, optimal scaling processing can

be performed to read image data by changing the content of scaling processing with

resolution of an image data acquisition means. For example, if a lengthwise direction and a

longitudinal direction have the same resolution of image data obtained by a certain model,

resizing processing is performed by general resizing art, and when resolution ofimage data

differs in a lengthwise direction and a longitudinal direction, optimal resizing method will

be chosen with resolution, such as carrying out by resizing art corresponding to it.

[0037] Moreover, image data made into a processing object may be recorded on record

media, such as a memory card and a floppy disk, and may be transmitted through various

means of communications from an image data acquisition means. Thus, since an input of

image data of a processing object is enabled with various means, it cannot be limited to a

specific thing with image data which can be printed, but can respond to broad image data,

and, thereby, an image data acquisition means can also use various kinds of image data

acquisition means.

[0038] Thus, since image data processing doubled with a model since this invention was

made into image data which can perform image data processing in consideration of the

property of a model proper, and should carry out image data processing of the image data

is made by equipment side automatically [ all ], a user does not need to be conscious of a

peculiarity or a property on engine performance about image acquisition means, such as a

digital camera, at all, only performs actuation required only in order to output, and can

obtain a quality output.

[0039]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is

explained, referring to a drawing. The gestalt of this operation explains taking the case ofa

photograph printer which was mentioned above as an image data airline printer. Moreover,
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the image data acquisition means used with the gestalt of this operation presupposes that

it is a digital camera.

[0040] Drawing 1 is what shows roughly the configuration of the gestalt of operation of the

photograph printer in this invention. The image data reading section 11 which can read

each image data which two or more sorts of image data acquisition means acquired as

processing-object image data, The model judging section 12 which judges which image data

acquisition means the image data acquisition means concerned is from the identification

information attached in order to identify two or more sorts ofimage data acquisition means,

The content storage section 13 of image data processing by which the content of image data

processing in consideration of the property of an image data acquisition means proper that

the identification information was attached was stored in said identification information

response attached in order to identify two or more sorts of image data acquisition means,

In response to the judgment result from the above-mentioned model judging section 12, the

content of image data processing in consideration of the property of the image data

acquisition means proper concerned is chosen from the content storage section 13 of image

data processing. It consists of the image-data-processing section 14 which performs that

content of image data processing, the printing processing section 15 which carries out

printing processing of the image data processed by this image-data-processing section 14.

[0041] In addition, with the gestalt of this operation, a model name is used as an

above-mentioned identification number. This model name presupposes that it is the part

number number attached for every model, as mentioned above.

[0042] The image-data-processing section 14 consists of the image amendment processing

section 141 which amends an image, and the image scaling processing section 142 which

expands or reduces an image.

[0043] In response to the judgment result from the above-mentioned model judging section

12, the image amendment processing section 141 chooses the content of image data

processing in consideration of the property of the model proper concerned stored in the

content storage section 13 of image data processing, and amends an image according to the

selected content of image data processing (in this case, the content of image data correction

processing).

[0044] Moreover, in response to the judgment result from the above-mentioned model

judging section 12, the image scaling processing section 142 chooses the content of image

data processing in consideration of the property of the model proper concerned stored in

the content storage section 13 of image data processing, and expands or reduces an image

according to the selected content of image data processing (in this case, the content of

image scaling processing) (amplification or a cutback of an image is hereafter called

resizing).

[0045] Although the various components according to that function exist besides the

component in which this photograph printer is shown by this drawing 1 , in this drawing 1 ,

only the component related to this invention is illustrated directly, and the graphic display

of the other component is omitted.

[0046] Moreover, the processing-object image data inputted into this photograph printer

may be image data stored in record media, such as a memory card and a floppy disk, and

may be image data transmitted from an image data acquisition means by transmission
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systems, such as infrared ray communication, Universal Serial Bus (USB), SCSI (Small

Computer System Interface), IEEE1394, and wireless LAN, further. Therefore, the

above mentioned image data reading means 11 can have the interface which can respond

to these image input methods. In addition, the example as which image data is inputted by

the memory card 20 is shown by this drawing 1 .

[0047] By the way, although the content of image data processing memorized by the

content storage means 13 of image data processing is beforehand set as each model

response, this investigates the property of the model proper and sets up beforehand the

content of image data processing in consideration of the property of a model proper. In

addition, as mentioned above, the content of image data processing in consideration of the

property of a model proper here is the content of image data processing in consideration of

the peculiarity and engine performance on processing actuation of a model, and it

mentions later about this concrete content of image data processing.

[0048] Although drawing 2 is drawing showing the appearance of the photograph printer

used with the gestalt of this operation and there is no place where an appearance

configuration top changes a lot with an especially common printer, the card insertion

section 41 in which a memory card 20 is inserted in this case is formed. In addition, the

control-panel section 42, the feed section 43, the blowdown section 44 of a form, etc. which

performs setting out on [ various ] actuation are prepared. Furthermore, with the cable,

although riot illustrated in this drawing 2 , when an image entry of data is possible and it

enables the input of image data by the terminal for cable splicing, and radio, it has that

receive section etc.

[0049] It explains referring to the flow chart of drawing 3 and drawing 4 for the example of

operation in such a configuration. In explanation here of operation, in order to give

explanation intelligible, the model of digital camera is made into three kinds, Model A,

Model B, and Model C, three kinds of this model is distinguished, and the example which

performs image data processing according to each model is explained. In addition, the

content of the flow chart of drawing 3 and drawing 4 is also the concrete content of

processing of the image-data-processing program of this invention.

[0050] Here, the image data reading section 11 shall read the image data file in the

memory card 20 by inserting in the card insertion section 41 which the image data

incorporated by a certain digital camera shall be stored in a memory card 20 as an image

data file, and mentioned the memory card 20 above.

[0051] First, image data is read from an image data file by the image data reading section

11 (step si), the identification information showing the model name to which the model

judging section 12 exists in the image file is acquired (step s2), and it judges which model it

is (step s3).

[0052] the identification information (for example, information which expresses each type

of part number number that it mentioned above) showing the model name which exists in

the image data which read the model judging which this model judging section 12 performs

-- reading - **** - it judges whether this image data was incorporated by which model. In

addition, since the identification information showing the model name of the digital

camera which acquired that image data with image data usually exists in an image data

file, it can perform easily judging a model based on this identification information.
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[0053] Thus, if a model name is judged, the content of image data processing corresponding

to the judged model name will be chosen, and image data processing will be made

according to the selected content of image data processing (steps s4, s5, and s6).

[0054] For example, ifjudged with a model name being Model A, the content of image data

processing corresponding to Model A will be chosen, image data processing will be made

according to the content (step s4), and printing processing will be carried out after ** using

the processed image data (step s7). Moreover, ifjudged with a model name being Model

the content of image data processing corresponding to Model B will be chosen, image data

processing will be made according to the content (step s5), and printing processing will be

carried out after ** using the processed image data (step s7). Furthermore, ifjudged with a

model name being Model C, the content of image data processing corresponding to Model C

will be chosen, image data processing will be made according to the content (step s6), and

printing processing will be carried out after ** using the processed image data (step s7).

[0055] Specifically, the content of image data processing according to each model in the

above procedure is the content of processing as shown in drawing 4 (a), (b), and (c).

Hereafter, it explains, referring to drawing 4 . The content of processing for such every

model is set up beforehand.

[0056] Drawing 4 (a) is the content of image data processing corresponding to Model A, and

saturation amendment processing which carries out saturation plus 5 performs (step s42),

edge-enhancement processing performs (step s4l), and it performs [ performs processing 4

which chooses general BAIKYUBIKKU as the content method of resizing processing (step

s43), and ] resizing processing by the selected resizing art after that first to the image data

obtained by this model A (step s44). And after various kinds of image amendment

processings and resizing processings are made in this way, printing processing (step s7) in

the flow chart of drawing 3 is performed.

[0057] In addition, above-mentioned general BAIKYU big ****** resizing processing is a

resizing processing means when the resolution of the longitudinal direction and lengthwise

direction of an image is the same.

[0058] As opposed to the image data which drawing 4 (b) is the content of image data

processing corresponding to Model B, and was obtained by this model B First, brightness

emphasis processing which carries out brightness plus 10 is performed (step s5l). Then,

contrast stretching processing which carries out contrast plus 7 is performed (step s52).

Then, the content of resizing processing set to model B as a content of resizing processing

is chosen (step s53), and resizing processing by the selected content of resizing processing

is performed (step s54). And after various kinds of image amendment processings and

resizing processings are made in this way, printing processing (step s7) in the flow chart of

drawing 3 is performed.

[0059] In addition, it is in every direction, and when resolution differs, in case

amplification processing is carried out [ for example, ] by considering the image data as

resizing processing, it is performing amplification processing in consideration of resolution,

as a lengthwise direction is low, although the resolution of a longitudinal direction of the

image data from which resizing processing from the content of resizing processing for

[ above-mentioned ] model B was obtained for example, from the model B is high. That is,

when the resolution of a lengthwise direction is low image data compared with it although
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lateral resolution is high as mentioned above, resizing processing which makes resolution

of a lengthwise direction high is performed. Such resizing processing will become effective

especially, when expanding an image.

[0060] As opposed to the image data which drawing 4 (c) is the content of an image

processing corresponding to Model C, and was obtained by this model C First, color

correction processing in which a color is carried out in the direction of red plus 3 is

performed (step s6l). Then, saturation amendment processing in which saturation is

carried out plus 5 is performed (step s62), after that, general BAIKYUBIKKU as the

resizing method is chosen (step s63), and resizing processing is performed by the selected

resizing method (step s64). And after an image processing is made in this way, printing

processing (step s7) in the flow chart of drawing 3 is performed.

[0061] As mentioned above, since resizing processing is carried out by the optimal content

of resizing processing corresponding to a model also when the image amendment which

took the property of each model proper into consideration by performing the image

processing according to each model, and carrying out printing processing using the image

data after the image processing is made and it moreover carries out resizing processing,

the image outputted as a printing result turns into a quality image.

[0062] By the way, although the content of image data processing of its that corresponding

to each model (in this case, models A, B, and C) mentioned above is beforehand set up for

every model, this investigates the property of that model proper and the content of image

data processing over it is set up.

[0063] For example, if having considered Model A the image data obtained by this model A
was judged that the precision of the edge portion of an image is missing for a while, edge

enhancement processing is added as a content of image data processing for amending it.

Moreover, if saturation was judged that there is an inclination which comes out low, if

saturation is made how much strong to a plus direction in this case, it will judge whether it

becomes the optimal image, and amendment from which proper saturation is obtained is

performed. In the example of the flow chart of drawing 4 (a), setting out which carries out

saturation plus 5 to Model A is made, and amendment of saturation is made by this.

[0064] Furthermore, based on the resolution of an image, such as, as for the resolution of

the image data based on this model A, carrying [ which it is a resizing processing algorithm

with common resizing processing since a lengthwise direction and a longitudinal direction

are the same ] out more cubically, it is decided what kind of content of resizing processing

is the optimal.

[0065] Thus, it investigates beforehand about the property of a model A proper, and the

content of image data processing over it is set up. This is the same also about Model B and

Model C, investigates [ model / target ] beforehand about the property of the model proper

for every model similarly, and sets up the content of image data processing over it.

[0066] As explained above, according to the gestalt of this operation, as a digital camera

here about three models When the image data obtained from each model A, B, and C is

inputted, First, it judges whether it is the image data obtained from which model, and

based on the judgment result, the inputted image data chooses the content of image data

processing corresponding to it, performs the selected content of image data processing, and

carries out printing processing of the image data processed by it.
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[0067] Since printing processing is carried out after image amendment which took into

consideration by this the peculiarity which each model has, and the property, and optimal

resizing processing based on the resolution of processing-object image data are performed,

the printing image of good image quality is obtained.

[0068] Even if a certain model has the property of the model proper of being in the

inclination used as the image data which followed, for example, was bluish in the whole,

according to this invention, by the equipment side By judging a model name and

performing image data processing based on the content of image data processing

beforehand set up according to it In this case, processing which strengthens the color of the

direction of red is made, proper color correction can be performed, and the image of a

proper color is printed out by carrying out printing processing of the image data after that

processing.

[0069] Since setting out of such a content of image data processing is made by the

equipment [ all ] side and image data processing according to the setting out is performed

automatically, a user does not need to be conscious of the property about a digital camera

etc. at all, and just needs to perform simple actuation required only in order to print.

[0070] In addition, this invention is not limited to the gestalt of the operation explained

above, and the deformation implementation of it is variously attained in the range which

does not deviate from the summary of this invention. For example, although the gestalt of

the above-mentioned operation explained taking the case of the digital camera as an image

data acquisition means, what is necessary is just the device which it is not restricted to a

digital camera and treated as data by which images, such as an image scanner, a film

scanner, and a digital video camera, were digitized. Moreover, even if each device of these

is not the same maker's device, it can respond. In this case, it can respond by setting up

beforehand the content of image data processing in each device which investigates that

type of a peculiarity and a property for every model, and corresponds to it.

[0071] Moreover, although the image data used as a processing object explained the

example which used what was stored in the memory card with the gestalt of the

above-mentioned operation, it may be image data which is not restricted to this and

recorded on other record media, for example, a floppy disk, a compact disk (CD), etc.

Furthermore, image data was not recorded on a record medium and you may make it

obtain it through various means of communications which were mentioned above from

various kinds of image data acquisition means, for example, Universal Serial Bus, (USB),

SCSI (Small Computer System Interface), IEEE 1394, infrared ray communication,

wireless LAN, etc.

[0072] Furthermore, much noise rejection processings, data smoothing, etc. are considered

also besides having been shown in the above-mentioned operation as a content of image

amendment, and having been shown in the gestalt as an example.

[0073] Moreover, the image-data-processing method of this invention is applicable also as

the image-data-processing method in the case of printing by the conventional printer

which is connected to information management systems, such as not only the photograph

printer used with the gestalt of the above-mentioned operation but a personal computer,

and is used.

[0074] Moreover, although this example described the airline printer as an output unit, the
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output optimal besides an airline printer for output units, such as an output to a video

projector, an output to CRT, and an output to TV, is able to be obtained. Moreover, the

image-data-processing program which performs image data processing can be made to

record on record media, such as a floppy disk, an optical disk, and a hard disk, so that the

optimal output of this invention explained above may be obtained, and this invention also

contains the record medium. Moreover, you may make it obtain a processing program from

a network.

[0075]

[Effect of the Invention] To each identification information response attached in order that

this invention might identify an image data acquisition means, as explained above The

content of image data processing in consideration of the property of the image data

acquisition means proper is set up beforehand. Since it distinguishes by identification

information with which image data acquisition means the image data obtained with a

certain image data acquisition means was incorporated and he is trying to process it

according to the content of image data processing according to the distinction result Image

data processing in consideration of the property of each model proper is made

automatically, and a quality output can be obtained regardless of the difference in a model

by making an output using the image data processed by it.

[0076] Moreover, as identification information attached in order to identify an image data

acquisition means, the model name given to the image data acquisition means concerned is

used. As for this model name, it is common that every product is given, and in case this

invention is carried out by using the existing identification information, it becomes

unnecessary to create new identification information. Moreover, existing with the read

image data can usually come out, and, for a certain reason, the information showing this

model name can specify a model name easily.

[0077] Moreover, the optimal content of image amendment processing in consideration of

the property of a model proper and the optimal content of resizing processing become

possible, as a content of image amendment processing, it is color correction processing,

brightness amendment processing, contrast amendment processing, saturation

amendment processing, noise rejection processing, data smoothing, outline amendment

processing, etc., and suitable image amendment can be carried out by carrying out these

amendments suitably according to a model, for example. Moreover, since the content of

image scaling processing is the content of image scaling processing set up based on the

resolution of said image data acquisition means, it can perform scaling processing of the

optimal image according to a model. Regardless of the difference in a model, a quality

output can be obtained by making automatically such image amendment processing and

scaling processing of an image in consideration of the property of the model proper, and

outputting them using the image data processed by it.

[0078] Thus, since according to this invention output processing is carried out after

performing automatically image data processing in consideration of the property of a

model proper, a quality output can be obtained regardless of the difference in a model. And

since these are all made automatically at an equipment side, a user does not need to be

conscious of the property about image acquisition means, such as a digital camera, at all,

only performs simple actuation required only in order to output, and can obtain a quality
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output.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing ll It is the block diagram of the photograph printer used with the gestalt of

operation of this invention showing a configuration roughly.

[Drawing 2] It is drawing showing roughly the appearance configuration of the photograph

printer used with the gestalt of operation of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is a flow chart explaining the overall procedure in the gestalt of operation of

this invention.

[Drawing 41 It is a flow chart explaining the content of image data processing in the flow

chart of drawing 3 , and the procedure of the content [ in / in (a) / Model A] of image data

processing, the procedure of the content [ in / in (b) / Model A ] of image data processing,

and (c) are drawings showing the procedure of the content of image data processing in

Model A, respectively.

[Description of Notations]

11 Image Data Reading Section

12 Model Judging Section

13 The Content Storage Section of Image Data Processing

14 Image-Data-Processing Section

15 Printing Processing Section

141 Image Amendment Processing Section

142 Image Scaling Processing Section

20 Memory Card

41 Card Insertion Section

42 Control-Panel Section

43 Feed Section

44 Delivery Unit
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